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Dear People of The MOST HIGH:
How are you today? I truly pray that your week has been beautiful so far! I sense that this week has been amazing for many of you
in the form of breakthrough and suddenlies and open doors as that is what it has been for me! I mentioned some weeks back how
FATHER GOD will let me experience things as an example of what is going on with a great many in The Body of CHRIST. In that
HE told me many years ago that I wasn’t just called to the PROPHETIC but that my life was PROPHETIC. I knew that meant a
whole lot of “extra” lol but I also knew it would mean some of the most amazing experiences that anyone could ever hope for in this
existence! So this week has been filled with giant-size breakthroughs, suddenlies and open doors! I’ll be able to share more on that
soon! Hold on to your hats. 😊
For right now, we’re going to do something a little different from the norm. I have from Our Loving GOD a little bit of PROPHETIC
WORD and a little bit of exhortation. Actually, more of an exhort than anything but sharing some things HE told me. I’ve been so
pressed for time today so this format is faster than trying to load and schedule tweets. I will go back and add some scriptures later
so please stop back by my Twitter, @ProphetessSD, and look for the #WISDOMwednesday hashtags for today and you’ll find some
good Bible passages on which to meditate in the coming week--scripture that will remind you of GOD’S Faithfulness and Goodness,
HIS Kindness and Consistency and HIS MIGHTY LOVE FOR YOU AND ME!
So let’s get started:
5/21/19: The FATHER Says: “Keep standing tall. Stand tall, stand tall, stand tall. I have saved you with MY Righteous Right Hand.
Stand on MY WORD, stand on MY TRUTH and keep WORSHIPPING ME IN SPIRIT AND IN TRUTH. I don’t change. MY WORD is
from the beginning. I Declared what is good and I Declared what is evil. There is nothing new under the sun. The wickedness you now
see is from old. The same serpent from then is the same serpent of now and he has no new tricks. I defeated him then, he has no
victory and has no way of gaining the salvation you have. The smoke and the mirrors game he plays is only a game. A façade, a
manipulation, a lie. Already defeated, scrambling for relevance, looking for followers is all he can do, but he has NO victory over you,
MY Righteous Ones. STAND. Deliver TRUTH. Expose wickedness, call it out! Be fearlessly, then watch me deal with it. Teach the
TRUTH, live MY TRUTH and let every man be a liar. Stand dear ones. MY LOVE and PROTECTION are all around you and everything
pertaining to you. Speak what I say, warn as I say and let me handle the rest. And you walk in MY Rest and MY PEACE!”
Ok, My Loves, so that is what The FATHER gave me as PROPHETIC WORD, but this exhort is prophetic declaration as well. HE
Gave me four points after that I’m going speak from My Spirit what HOLY SPIRIT is saying. Here’s the four points:
•
Warn so there will be no blood on your hands
•
WORSHIP IN SPIRIT AND TRUTH
•
Call out wickedness
•
Be not afraid

TRUTH is not meant to be comfortable, it’s meant to be TRANSFORMATIONAL. It’s meant to stir and agitate and bring things to the
surface. So, knowing that we cannot be afraid of it. GOD said in HIS WORD that those of us who WORSHIP HIM must do it in both
SPIRIT and in TRUTH. HIS TRUTH is not always popular and it may or may not make you popular with certain people, but TRUTH is
foundational nonetheless and unavoidable. It may not have settled in last week, or yesterday or today but it still IS. And eventually
GOD steps in and delivers TRUTH through correction, chastening or whatever is HIS Will to handle situations where the enemy is
rampant. The TRUTH seems confrontational, but again, it’s designed to CHANGE. It will never pacify evil and won’t ever coddle
wickedness it will always be a straight line leading back to The MOST HIGH.
GOD has had me lately dealing with the lying spirits and the jezebel spirit (which is a very manipulative and poisonous spirit), and the
spirit of pride. Constantly GOD keeps telling me to expose it and call it out so consequently because I have, many of you have been
able to spot it. You can see it now, operating, doing what it does--especially the pride, the arrogance, the haughtiness. See, we don’t
wrestle against flesh and blood, we are dealing with spirits--age-old spirits at that. Let me tell you, GOD is dealing with that thing lol.
What people don’t realize about spirits is that they always ‘cut up’ before they come out. Remember that. The HOLY SPIRIT exposes
it in and of HIMSELF just by showing up. HOLY SPIRIT literally agitates and frustrates demonic spirits before HE even begins to pull
back the covers to expose. But once exposed, the spirit is wiry and desperate and highly manipulative. It will use anything it can for
attention, it will lie, it will try to attack, it will falsely humble itself just so it can pounce again, it does anything to keep from giving up.
I’m telling you this so that you in your daily life going about growing and being better in CHRIST, just as I am, will not cower from
speaking TRUTH and delivering any words of exposure or shrink from standing on GOD’S WORD and Promises. HE is WITH us. But
we in the earth are HIS Hands, Feet and Mouthpieces. We have to do what HE Says and speak what HE Says and TRUST HIM that
HE will use our service to accomplish HIS Will.
Don’t be afraid to speak TRUTH and call out wickedness, and never discourage anyone from doing the same. Pride for instance is a
highly destructive mechanism that satan has used for ages to try to destroy the people he uses unfortunately but aimed at trying to
destroy GOD’S People. Well, we all know the latter will never happen, but satan’s spirit seeks to breed an unrest that people don’t
often recognize. It’s belittling and apathetic and pathetic and disgusting. When I see it, because I know that it is something GOD
resists, I call it out. I will continue. In fact, I have DIRECT ORDERS FROM HIM to do so.
Humility and LOVE are what GOD is about. Pride and haughtiness is against everything that GOD IS. GOD doesn’t care about how
much money we have. HE doesn’t. HE doesn’t care what we drive, where we live, what we wear. GOD ALMIGHTY cares what’s IN
us. HE Cares if anything or anyone other than HE sits on the throne of our hearts. HE Cares if we have FAITH in HIM, if we LOVE
HIM, if we BELIEVE HIM. And the sooner we realize and embrace this, the faster we get to TRUE FREEDOM and the more we are
able to LOVE others, organically, for who they are and how GOD Made them to be.
I want to encourage you to be FEARLESS IN GOD! GOD, as long as you are trying to do HIS Will and OBEY HIM, has got you! HE
Reminds me of this DAILY. I get HIS Instructions and I remember--HE’S GOT ME! So I’ve got HIM! So look for those WORDS from
me from time to time that may come on strong or may even sound like I’m picking a fight and know that I’m dealing with a spirit not of
GOD. I’m HIS Servant, and I was BORN FOR THIS! I was ANOINTED for this! And long after the defeat of this, I will still be standing
in the same PEACE and JOY from Our FATHER! Know that I’m not angry, I’m not upset or bitter or concerned that satan or anyone
he lives in can get something over on me because he can’t and he KNOWS he can’t. HE’S under my feet and I will always address
him as such and call him out for his resistance to My GOD. I hope you take on that same stance for The SAVIOR of your soul WHO
LOVES you more than HE Loved HIS Own earthly life.
Let’s lift our prayers to ELOHIM and use our voices, our talents and giftings, our deeds and our influence to throw jezebel from the
tower and see THEE KINGDOM on earth. Use your words, use HIS WORD and overthrow the devil’s shenanigans. Pray for each
other! And when you see someone being done wrongly and treated uncomely, call it out and speak GOD’s WORD against it and pray
your brother or sister who satan wishes he could victimize and pray for the one who has opened themselves up for satan’s use. We’re
about to watch GOD do some things that will drop jaws. Don’t be uncomfortable with that either, it happens. Don’t delight in it, only
delight in the POWER of the GOD you serve.
Raise your hands to WORSHIP THE MOST HIGH always My Loves, give thanks to HIM, keep your eyes on HIM, fear NO man and
NOthing and EXPECT more miracles, more blessings, more power from ON HIGH! I LOVE YOU MY BABIES!

